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Dublin Core
<dc:title>Maybe not in my lifetime but in yours.</dc:title>
<dc:creator>unknown</dc:creator>
<dc:subject>Graffiti</dc:subject>
<dc:subject>Street art</dc:subject>
<dc:subject>Politics</dc:subject>
<dc:description>Collection of black and white images, primarily of street art and graffiti tags focusing on protest and political resistance.</dc:description>
<dc:publisher>unknown</dc:publisher>
<dc:contributor>IMPEACH</dc:contributor>
<dc:date>2016</dc:date>
<dc:type>Physical object</dc:type>
<dc:format>11 cm</dc:format>
<dc:format>60 pages</dc:format>
<dc:language>English</dc:language>
<dc:coverage>Minneapolis, MN</dc:coverage>
<dc:coverage>2011-2016</dc:coverage>
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<zc:title>Maybe not in my lifetime but in yours</zc:title>
<zc:creator>unknown</zc:creator>
<zc:subject>Graffiti; Street art; American politics; Politics; Left-wing politics; Protests</zc:subject>
<zc:genre>Art zines; Political zines</zc:genre>
<zc:description>Collection of black and white images, primarily of street art and graffiti tags focusing on protest and political resistance</zc:description>
<zc:publisher>unknown</zc:publisher>
<zc:datecreated>2016</zc:datecreated>
<zc:extent>60</zc:extent>
<zc:dimensions>11 x 14 centimeters</zc:dimensions>
<zc:medium>Photos</zc:medium>
<zc:language>eng</zc:language>